The abundance of primordial black holes is currently significantly constrained in a wide range of masses. The weakest limits are established for the small mass objects, where the small intensity of the associated physical phenomenon provides a challenge for current experiments. We used gammaray bursts with known redshifts detected by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) to search for the femtolensing effects caused by compact objects. The lack of femtolensing detection in the GBM data provides new evidence that primordial black holes in the mass range 5 × 10 17 -10 20 g do not constitute a major fraction of dark matter.
is comparable to the photon wavelength, the wave nature 23 of electromagnetic radiation has to be taken into account.
24
In such a case, lensing caused by PBHs introduces an in-25 terferometry pattern in the energy spectrum of the lensed 26 object [7] . The effect is called 'femtolensing ' [8] due to 27 very small angular distance between the lensed images.
28
The phenomenon has been a matter of extensive studies 29 in the past [9] , but the research was almost entirely the-30 oretical since no case of femtolensing has been detected 31 as yet. Gould [8] 
where
The image positions are given as usual by
The time delay δt between the two images is given by
where V (r; r S ) is the Fermat potential at the position r 67 in the lens plane. One finds:
The phase shift between the two images is ∆φ = E δt/h,
69
where E is the energy of the photon.
70
In the case of a point source, the amplitude contributed
71
by the r ± images is
The magnification A 2 is obtained by summing the am-73 plitudes (6) and squaring, which gives
The energy dependent magnification produces fringes 75 in the energy spectrum of the lensed object.
76
In principle, the finite size of the source and the relative probability p is given by p = τ σ where σ is the "lensing 109 cross-section" (see Chap. 11 of [13] ).
110
In this paper, the cross-section is defined in the follow-
111
ing way. Fringes are searched in the spectra of GRBs.
112
These fringes are detectable only for certain positions r S 113 of the source. The exact criteria for detectability will be 114 given in section III C. The maximum and minimum po-115 sition of r S , in units of r E are noted r S,min and r S,max .
116
They are found by simulation and depend on the GRB 117 redshift and luminosity. A minimum value of r S occurs 118 because the period of the spectral fringes becomes larger 119 than the GBM energy range at small r S .
120
The femtolensing "cross-section" is simply
The lensing probability does not depend on the indi- 
128

III. DATA ANALYSIS
129
In our analysis, we use a sample of GRBs with known 130 redshifts. The selection of these bursts is described in initial sample consisted of 32 bursts taken from Gruber 
213
The data are then modified by incorporating the spec- 
IV. RESULTS
233
The 20 burst sample from Tab. I have been fitted with 234 the standard BKN, BAND and SBKN models. The mod-235 els with the best χ 2 probability were selected and are 236 shown on Tab. I. The bursts are well fitted by these stan-237 dard models, so that there is no evidence for femtolensing 238 in the data.
239
As explained in section II B, the lensing probability for 
255
Since no femtolensing is observed, the number of ex-
The spectrum of GRB 090424592 using NaI detector n7, with the BAND and femtolensing fits superimposed. The parameters are rS = 1, 2, and lens mass 5 × 10 18 g. The models are convolved with the response matrix.
FIG. 4. The spectrum of GRB 090424592 using NaI detector n7. The BAND and femtolensing fits are superimposed. The parameters are rS = 3, 4, and lens mass 5 × 10 18 g. The excess at 33 keV (K-edge) is an instrumental effect seen on many bright bursts.
pected events should be less than 3 at 95% confidence 257 level (C.L.). The constraints on the density of compact 258 objects Ω CO is derived to be less than 4% at 95% C.L 
274
It is stated in Abramowicz et al. [20] a Fit has been performed using only the photons arrived in less than 10s from the beginning of the burst. b for assumed Ω CO = 0.037 c for assumed Ω CO = 0.041
